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www.Enviro-Solutiio
onsInc.com

“Enviro Solutions, Inc is an

engineering company whose
principals have nearly 100 years
experience in the water treatment
industry. We reduce the combined
costs of acquiring, treating, heating,
cooling, and discharging water to the
environment.”

Enviro Solutions, Incorporated (ESI) is a
"Solutions Based" company that has merged the
water treatment disciplines of equipment and
chemical engineering.. Our solutions integrate
treatment equipment and chemicals needed to treat
industrial water.
ater. This 'Solutions' approach sets us
apart from the problems associated with separate
suppliers who provide only one or two elements of
water treatment solutions, and are not set up to put
recycling first. We pay attention to any economically
feasible way to conserve water, and the valuable
resources it may contain.
Water treatment chemical manufacturers sell
chemicals and provide services for steam boilers,
cooling towers, and treating process wastewater.
They cannot afford to provide innovative sol
solutions
that reduce chemical sales and conserve water.
Water treatment equipment manufacturers sell
and service devices that treat water for steam
boilers, cooling towers, and wastewater applications.
They do not get involved in the chemistry needed for
pre and post treatment of water. Their business is to
sell equipment.

thus reducing the amount of additional water
introduced into a plant. It is possible to reduce water
loss to evaporation, spillage, and sludge disposal.
The average industrial plant wastes millions of
dollars in operating costs for water, wastewater
discharge, and water treatment chemicals. Only
Enviro provides a synergistic
stic solution using select
equipment and 'Green' chemistry to positively
impact a plant's operating costs.
Custom Enviro Solutions can save from 50% to
90% of your water related costs by reducing a
portion of these costs. This could mean saving your
enterprise
erprise many thousands of dollars per year.
ESI is a "solutions based" company that has merged
Industrial Water Treatment expertise with both
proprietary equipment and chemical prescriptions.
Our solutions approach sets
set us apart by integrating
the equipment
uipment and chemicals needed to treat
industrial water at any point in the plant. Every
Enviro recycling solution is uniquely designed to
meet the needs of the plant into which it is
installed and reduce operating costs.

Every industrial plant can suffer technically and
economically because of this disparity. ESI offers
treatment and recycling solutions that consider
every part of industrial water usage.
age. Being fully
integrated, we are able to supply engineering,
equipment, chemicals, operating procedures and
services required to ensure reliable water quality for
the long term.
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“We are committed to providing
cost-effective solutions to water
projects. We achieve this by applying
our unparalleled experience and
technologies.”

Our specialty is working on applications that
require "outside the box ideas". Our focus is ""What
can we do for the Client?" Our
ur expertise includes
strategic, creative thinking to "architect the solution,"
ensuring that Enviro technology is a sensib
sensible
investment for our Clients.

Enviro Solutions, Inc. builds systems that treat
water from its source point to its discharge point.
Our goal is for water to be used again and again. The
ongoing costs of admitting fresh water to the plant,
passing it through replaceable membranes, treating
it with various chemicals, and maintaining
equipment impacted by mineral
mi
scaling are all
reduced, and if routine fines are part of doing
business, they likely will be eliminated.
ESI designs and manufactures Enviro technology
and also offers equipment from other vendors when
their integration also improves the overall solution.
Enviro Solutions Inc. offers industry-leading
industry
technologies, the mostt extensive service network and
a technical support staff that make solving your
treatment challenges easy and within your budget.

Enviro Solutions, Inc. adheres to an engineering
process from the point at which a customer decides
to consider an Enviro solution until the solution is
fully operational. The process begins with receiving a
plant data input sheet, moves through stages of
analysis and review, and can include many phases of
implementation. Major steps include:
• Plant water data collection
• Plant water schematic
• Analyze industrial water
• Identify target applications
• Preliminary ROI estimate
• ESI laboratory testing
• Pilot testing on site
• ROI projection
• Firm quotation

solut
provider.
Enviro Solutions Inc. is your solutions
With experience over a broad range of applications,
we are your first choice when it comes to solving
your contamination issues. Our customers are a
wide cross-section
section of municipalities and industries
alike, all of whom rely on ESI to provide quality
systems and professional services, while also
ensuring that their plants remain compliant to
current state and federal regulations.
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